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Floquet
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H₂S₂, 140, 142, 143
numerical procedure and results for,
35-40, 45
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muon-catalyzed, atomic physics of,
269-278
rate, 272
thermonuclear, 270
G-spinors, 217
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functions, 74, 160, 185-187
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81
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Hartree-Fock, 5, 18, 54
Harwell
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subroutine library, 133
High resolution electron energy loss spec-
troscopy (HREELS), 197, 208
Hyperfine transitions, 274, 275
Hyperspherical close-coupling (HSCC),
21, 273
Hyperspherical basis, coupled channel cal-
culations, 165
Integro-differential equations, 159
Intermediate Energy R-Matrix (IERM),
16, 17, 21, 39, 71
Intramolecular fusion, 270-272
Iterative methods, sparse matrices, 128
parallelization of, 130
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co-ordinates, 158, 165, 273
Joint European Torus (JET), 225-247
light impurity simulation, 238
measurements on molecules, 240
measuring beam attenuation, 242
measuring electron temperature and
density, 236
measuring impurity concentrations,
243
measuring impurity influx, 233
neutral helium beams, 245
poloidal section, 229
Keldysch adiabaticity parameter, 79
Kohn method, 70, 72, 74
Laser-assisted electron-atom collisions, 83,
84
Laser-atom interactions, relativistic effects in, 97-99

Laser fields
bichromatic, 94
intense, 77-103, 105-118

Laser-induced
alignment, 106, 112
charge-asymmetry, 106, 109
degenerate states (LIDS), 94
dissociation, 106, 109
fluorescent emission, 233
orientation, 106
stabilization, 106, 111
trapping, 106

Level populations, 250

Light-induced
continuum structures (LICS), 94
states (LIS), 90

Line
profiles, 265
ratios for HeI, 236
saturation, 253

Liquid hydrogen density (LHD), 270, 274
Lorentz profile, 250
LU factorization, 124

Markowitz threshold pivoting, 124
Matrix methods, 119-136

Model adiabatic potential, 52
to study shapes and locations of single particle resonances, 51-66

Molecules: see also Anisotropic molecular ensembles, BERTHA, Chiral molecules, Collision theory, Collisions of electrons with atoms and molecules, Collisions of positrons with atoms and molecules, Electron attachment to optically excited molecules, Electron scattering by small molecules, Fully oriented molecules, Joint European Torus, Negative ion resonance, Oriented molecules, Partially oriented molecules and Randomly oriented molecules on surfaces, negative ion resonance (NIR) of, 197-211

Multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock, 5
Multielectron dissociative ionization (MEDI), 105, 108

Multiphoton
ionization, 78-80
processes in atoms and ions, 78-84

Muon-catalyzed fusion, atomic physics of, 269-278
corrections on the energies of muonic molecules, 275
dynamic processes involving muonic atoms, 273
mechanism, 269
muon transfer process, 273

Negative ion resonance (NIR), 54, 197-211
dissociation of, to neutral fragments: CH₃Cl / Graphite, 207
electron scattering by O₂ co-adsorbed with K on graphite, 202
favourability, 271
of molecules on surfaces, from spectroscopy to dynamics, 197-211
scattering by physisorbed O₂ on Ag(110), 199

Neutral beam induced emission, 233

Onion skin model, 231
Opacity project, 5, 249
Optical depth, Rosseland mean, 256
Oriented molecules, elastic electron collisions with chiral and, 137-153
Ozone, electron scattering, 51-66

Partially oriented molecules, collisions with, 144
Photoionization cross section of Be, 75
Photon stimulated desorption (PSD), 205
Plasma transport modelling, 227
Positron
atom/molecule collisions, 174
impact ionization, 177
scattering by atoms, 155-170
to positronium scattering, 171-182

Positronium
beam and scattering, 178-180
formation, 162-168, 173-175
scattering cross section for He and H, 179
Proton emission, 116
Pump-probe experiment, 114
Quantum confinement, embedding method for, 190-192
Quantum electro-dynamics (QED), coupling of the electron and photon fields in relativistic QED, 217

R-matrix, 6, 23, 39, 68, 74, 160, 161, 183-195
and embedding methods at surfaces, 183-195
embedding and R-matrix theory, 186-188
Floquet theory (RMF), 91-94
intermediate energy (IERM), 16, 39, 71
study of electron energy loss spectroscopy from NiO, 192-195
with pseudostates (RMPS), 17, 26, 38, 39, 71
without a box, 73-76
Radiation power loss functions, 227, 239
Radiation pressure and element diffusion in stellar interiors, 249-267
Radiative acceleration, calculation of, 252, 253
flux, 251, 252
power function for argon, 228
transfer equation, 252
Randomly oriented molecules, numerical procedure and results for fully oriented and, 139-144: see also Fully oriented molecules
Recollision model, 80, 82
Relativistic distorted wave approximation (RDW), 21
Relativistic effects in laser-atom interactions, 97-99
Resonances
electron-atom, 9-14
scattering, 57
single particle, 51-66
Resonant scattering from ozone, 56
Ricatti-Bessel function, 74
Rosseland mean
cross section, 252
optical depth, 256
Schrödinger equation, 72, 273
time-dependent, 84, 91
numerical solution of 95-97
Schrödinger probability density, 98
Singly differential cross sections, 26
Sparse matrices, 119-136
application areas, 120
diagonalization, 132
direct methods, 122
frontal and multifrontal methods, 126
iterative methods, 128
preconditioning, 129
Spectra: see also Energy loss spectra, High resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy, Time-of-flight spectra
electron energy spectra showing ATI of xenon, 98
energy spectrum of electrons scattered by argon atoms in the presence of a CO2 laser, 83
observed spectra of the 4850-5100 Å region, 240
plate spectrum from ZETA 1A in the quartz ultraviolet, 226
spectrum lines of helium and carbon ions, 233
Spectral analysis of
beam penetrated plasma, 241
divertor plasma, 233
Static exchange approximation, elastic e− + H2 scattering, 69
Stellar interiors, radiation pressure and element diffusion in, 249-267
Steric factors, 148
Sticking probability, 272
Stokes parameters, 34-36: see also Angle-differential Stokes parameters, Angle-integrated Stokes parameters
Sturmian functions, 158
Sturmin-Floquet method, 87
Supernova, SN 1987a, 6
Surfaces
embedding and R-matrix methods at surfaces, 183-195
embedding calculations of surface electronic structure, 188-190
T-matrix, 22-24, 38, 75, 91, 192-194
Tempkin-Poet model of e-H scattering, 23-25
Thermonuclear fusion, 270
Threshold intensities, 108, 110, 113
Time-dependent Schrödinger equation, 84, 91
numerical solution of, 95-97
Time-independent, coupled differential
equations, 87
Time-of-flight (TOF), spectra, 105, 108
$H_2$ TOF spectra, 115
$^{18}_2$ fragments in the $I_2$ TOF spectra, 112
Total cross section, 193
for $e^+\text{-He}$ and $e^-\text{-He}$ scattering, 157
for $e^+\text{-He}$ scattering, 165
for $e^\pm\text{-He}$ scattering, 172
for $e^+\text{+He}(1s^2) \rightarrow Ps (n=1)+He^+(1s)$, 168
for $e^+\text{-Na}$ scattering, 164
for $e^+\text{-Rb}$ scattering, 172
Ps formation for $e^+\text{-H}(1s)$ collisions, 162
for two states in $e^-\text{-}F_2$ scattering, excitation cross section, 252
Total ionization rate versus intensity for
$H(1s)$ in a laser field, 89
Transition amplitude for inelastic scattering, 194
Transverse photon interaction, 219
Triply differential cross section for $e^\pm\text{-H}_2$, 177
Two-centre coupled channel models, 157-165

Wannier threshold law, 176
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